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Snow snake is a traditional Indigenous game played during the winter months. Snow 
snake was played as a fun, sometimes intense, game that would lift the spirits of people 
during the long cold winters. It was – and still is – an exciting game of skill.
The Indigenous groups would raise the stakes of the game by betting something of worth. 
Items wagered included new hides, furs or wampum. Some men would travel from all 
over to play the bigger games, and the best player always got to throw first. 
Shorter versions of the game were called mudcats. They were usually played between 
games, and today would be considered half-time games.
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SNOW SNAKE

Create the Snow Snake: 
Snow snakes are made by hand from a flat or carved piece of wood. The one end would be curved up 
slightly and the other end has a notch to make it easier to throw.

Make the Course:
Mark out where the trough will be and pile up a long row of snow (make it as straight as possible), and 
build it about 1 foot high. The trough should be as long as your space allows. 

Once the snow is piled up, dig a V trough down the centre of the mound (make it as straight and smooth 
as possible). 

Play the Game:
The object of the game is to throw the snow snake the farthest distance in the track. Each person/team 
will take turns tossing the snow snake. The distance a player gets will be added to the 
team’s score. 

The teams will predetermine a number of turns, 
and the largest distance between the teams wins. 



Why not bring the park to you? This simple snow structure 
can give you hours of family fun. 

Items needed:
  • Big space 
  • Shovel
  • Spray bottle
  • Snow
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SNOW SLIDE How 
to 

build

1. Pile snow in the desired 
area, work together as a 
family to pile the snow to 
the wanted height. Try to 
shape the slope as you are 
shovelling. 

2. Once the pile is at least 
five feet high, begin to 
level off the top.

3. Begin to start shovelling 
down one side into the 
slope, to create the chute. 
(It is more ideal to make 
the chute wider, to prevent 
riders from falling off)

4. Create edges for 
guard rails. 

5. Begin to pack the 
snow down, and drag 
a smooth shovel 
down the middle of 
the slide. If no 
smooth shovel is 
available, then send 
a sled down with 
items to weight it. 

6. Test out the slide

7. Cut stairs into the 
tower, allowing riders to 
climb the structure 
themselves. 

8. Finish the day by 
lightly spraying some 
water on the slide, and 
allow it to harden 
overnight. 

Have 
fun!
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Have a science experiment right in your own backyard. Work as a family to create a fun and colourful 
volcano!

Items needed:
  • 2 tbsp of baking soda
  • 1 tbsp dish soap
  • A few drops of food colouring
  • 2 tbsp vinegar
  • Snow 
  • Snow container 

How to build:
  1. Take the plastic cup/water bottle and place it on the ground
  2. Build up snow around the cup. Keep the opening of the cup free of snow. Pack the snow tightly.
  3. Add everything into the cup except the vinegar.
  4. Add the vinegar when you are ready for the eruptions. 
  5. Stand back and enjoy.
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SNOW VOLCANO
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CAMPFIRE IDEAS

REFLECTOR OVEN
A reflector oven is as simple as a cardboard box lined on the 
inside with aluminum foil. To create a cooking surface, you could 
run wire through the box as an oven rack. It is important to make 
sure the rack is horizontal when the box is placed on its side (you 
can use some cans full of rocks to weight it down). When 
completed, place the box next to a bed of hot coals with the 
opening facing the heat, but not so near as to ignite the box.

Items Needed:
  • Cardboard box
  • Aluminum tape
  • Aluminum foil 
  • Four pop cans – fill with rocks or sand
  • Wire rack – or wire to make a rack 
  • Fire/hot coals

How to Make Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgnlmP8LvVc 

Build a campfire for your household in your backyard. It can be a 
traditional fire, where you cook marshmallows, s’mores, or bannock, or 
get creative and create a reflector oven to bake some of your favourite 
cookies or banana boats. 



A banana boat is a fun mix of a banana and s’more. It’s not only delicious; it’s also quick and 
easy to make.  

Ingredients:
  • Aluminum foil (1ft x 1ft per each banana)
  • Parchment paper (1ft x 1ft per each banana) 
  • Bananas

Suggested toppings:
  • Milk chocolate chips
  • Dark chocolate
  • Mini marshmallows
  • Crumbled graham crackers
  • Strawberries
  • Nutella
  • Chopped hazelnuts
  • Caramel sauce
  • Shredded coconut
  • Peanut butter
  • Pralines

Directions:
  1. Take a banana with its peel still on and cut along the middle (along the concave side).  Not 
      all of the way through (just until the tip of knife grazes the peel on the other side). Pull the 
      peel and banana slightly apart.
  2. Stuff the banana with your toppings of choice
  3. Wrap the banana in parchment paper and then in aluminum foil
  4. Place in campfire or reflector oven for 10 minutes
  5. Unwrap banana
  6. Enjoy!
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BANANA BOAT



Bannock is a type of fried bread that originated in Scotland and was adopted by the Indigenous 
peoples. The name bannock comes from the Gaelic word bannach which means “morsel”. This 
bread came to Canada through Scottish traders and explorers. The Indigenous peoples changed 
the recipe by using corn flour or plants instead of wheat flour. It can be cooked in a hearth style 
where it is prepared as a large biscuit that can be shared, or wrapped around a stick and cooked 
over an open fire.

Ingredients:
  • 3 cups of flour 
  • 1 level tsp of sugar 
  • 2 level tbsp of baking powder 
  • Pinch of salt 
  • 1 heaping tbsp of lard/shortening 
  • 1 cup of cold water 

Directions: 
  1. In a large bowl, mix dry ingredients together.  Cut in lard (or shortening), and then add cold 
      water.  Mix thoroughly and shape into a ball.  Dough should hold together well and should not 
      be sticky.  Add more flour or water if needed. 
  2. Next, flatten the dough into an ungreased or lightly greased frying pan until it reaches the 
      sides, and then cook both sides on medium heat until golden.  Traditionally, bannock would 
      be cooked over a fire and pieces would be torn off to serve everyone necessary. 
  3. Enjoy with soup or stew, or dip in maple syrup for a delicious treat! 
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BANNOCK


